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Recognition of Two Rocks P.S outstanding achievements has come from Australian 
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) who emailed me a letter which 
I have copied part of below, so that we can share our success with our community. 

Dear Principal, 

I am pleased to advise that ACARA has identified your school as having 
demonstrated substantially above average gain in reading and numeracy 
achievement, as measured by NAPLAN. 

On behalf of ACARA, I would like to extend my congratulations to you and your 
school community on this achievement. Improvement in student literacy and 
numeracy of this magnitude, as measured by NAPLAN, is significant and worthy 
of highlighting and acknowledging. 

ACARA will be holding a media briefing, we will be providing journalists with the 
names of some schools that have been identified as having demonstrated 
substantially above average gain, so leaders in schools with above average gain 
can talk about how they achieved these gains, and thereby enable other schools to 
learn from them. 

I am so very proud of our wonderful students who are all striving to achieve their best and 
working to capacity, as well as our amazing teachers who are so deserving of this excellent 
accolade. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of my wonderful staff for the 
great work that they all do to ensure that our school is always looking great, our students are 
engaged and enjoying their learning experiences and the operations within the school are 
always undertaken efficiently. It takes a whole staff to make a successful school. 
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We have come to the end of a very busy, but rewarding term. It was made very special as we 
have been visited by some of the staff from Ellen Stirling P.S. who came to see the excellent 
teaching that is happening here at Two Rocks P.S. as well as checking out some of the      
innovative practice that is happening here at Two Rocks P.S. This is in recognition of the    
excellent results that we are achieving with our students. Somerly PS will visit us next term to 
benefit from our expertise as well.  

On Wednesday we had our annual ANZAC service which is always organised so well by Mrs 
Pinches. Our choir performed beautifully under the leadership of Mrs King. Reverend John 
Taylor led us in prayer and we were privileged to have Lt. Matthew Hortin as our guest  
speaker. Lt Hortin delivered one of the best speeches that I have ever heard. He described 
what the Aussie mateship meant to the ANZAC’s and indeed all servicemen as well as the 
resilience and persistence that they needed to succeed. He then linked it perfectly with what 
these qualities mean today to our students. I would like to thank the members of the RSL who 
always support us and attend our ANZAC services. I would also like to thank all of the parents 
who came along to the service, as well as Mrs King and the Choir and Mrs Pinches and our 
student leaders who organised and presented the service. 

The Easter Bunny visited the school on two days to ensure that all of our students got to meet 
him and receive an Easter Egg. 

Mega Reward was a movie and popcorn which was a reward for all the students who were in 
good standing. School photos also took place on Monday and Friday of this week, organised 
by Mrs Nolan. 

Finally, I hope that all of our students, staff, parents and community members enjoy the two 

weeks break and have a lovely Easter. School recommences for students on Tuesday 30th 

April 2019. 

Principal’s Pen 

 

 

 

 
 

 White and/or blue bed sheets 

 Clean, used towels 

 White ceramic tiles 

 Wax Crayons; old or new any condition 

 

 

 

 

 

All our students had a 

surprise visit from 

someone  special this 

week! 

The Easter Bunny 

called in to wish them  

a Happy Easter! 



 

 

 
Pre-Primary 
Literacy - In Literacy we have begun to look at digraphs and trigraphs! The 
students are starting to read and spell words and we have been learning 
and practising our punctuation! 
 
Numeracy - The students have been focusing on numbers that come 'before 
and after' and patterns. We have had a lot of fun with our Maths table top 
activities and have been using play dough to create numbers, patterns and 
groups. 
 
We had a fun two weeks of exploring the 5 senses! We got to listen, smell, 
touch and see some very interesting objects. We had Rosie the Alpaca visit 
us and our pet stick insect has been very popular in our classroom! 

 
 
 

 
Year 1 
During Mathematics lessons we have been exploring teen and ty numbers. We learnt that teen 
numbers always have one group of ten and start with a 1. Ty numbers have more than one group of 
ten and end with 0.  
In English, we have been learning about the text type description and have been exploring different Disney characters to help us generate 
some fabulous adjectives to write our own descriptions. In Week 9, we were very lucky to have one of our peers' parents come to the 
school with their pet alpaca, Rosie. We learnt that Alpacas come from the Camel family and their fur is used for many things such as 
warm jumpers.  
 

Year 2 

In Maths, we have been learning how to read time to quarter past and quarter to and have been 
exploring money and calculating  amounts of money. We have our very own year 2 shop where we 
are able to apply our money transaction skills.  
In Literacy, we have been learning about descriptive writing and have been using figurative 
language to enhance our writing. We have been using the instructional strategy ‘PWIM’ to write our 
descriptions and we are very proud of the final products. We have some on display in our classroom 
for all to read.   
We have been busy looking at persuasive poster features and devises and have used iPads to 
create a digital poster to persuade readers to buy our shoe designs. Some of us would make great 
salesperson!  
We have planted Boab seeds which were provided to us by a generous parent and we celebrated 
World Autism Day by embracing our differences and filling our tummies with blue cup cakes which 
were kindly provided by Ava White and her family.  
 

What’s happening 



 

What’s happening...cont’d 
Year 3 
This week, we have started to learn the structure and text elements included in 
a Narrative. We have also revisited using speech marks or quotation marks as 
they are sometimes referred to. During our VCOP time, we have use the 
keyboards to type up the persuasive texts we have written and identified and 
highlighted the wow words, openers, connectives and punctuation we have 
used. We are making sure that we keep using the keyboards to get faster and 
faster at typing and also so we know where all the keys are including those 
tricky punctuation symbols. In STEM, we have been learning about the 7 
characteristics of living things which are: breathing, eliminating waste, 
responding, nutrition, moving, growing and reproducing. Using these 
characteristics we have been able to determine if different things are living or 
non-living.  
In HASS, we learned about Harmony Day which is on the 21st of March every year and celebrates cultural diversity. We thought about how if we saw 
someone who is from a different culture, we could ask them more about their culture rather than making fun of them.  
 
Year 4 
The Year 4’s were introduced to their new classroom mascot Henrietta and 
have loved the sport games that Mr Schweda organises with her. 
In Maths, students have been learning about inverse operations and how to 
use multiplication facts to solve division problems. They also have been using 
the CUBES strategy to solve worded problems involving multiplication and 
division. 
In Literacy, students have been busy creating Power Points and presenting 
their recount speeches. They were able to choose one of the following topics to 
write their recount on; The worst injury I ever had, The strangest thing I ever 
saw or The day I met someone I really admire. They all did a great job. 
 
Year 5 
In Literacy we are persuading our Principal on how to better our school. We are learning strong, persuasive openers and being challenged to find 
reliable supporting evidence to support our arguments using digital technology and research skills. We truly believe we are going to convince her!  
In Numeracy we continue to challenge ourselves with long multiplication and time. These concepts are repeatedly revised in our daily warm up, as we 
are learning to apply these concepts in different contexts. 
During History and Geography, we have learnt the meaning of ANZAC day and what it was like in Gallipoli. We have composed letters to our ‘loved 
ones’ fighting in WW1 and learning about their experiences during this time. 
 
Year 6 

The Year 6’s would like to thank everyone for participating in the school disco and to all the parents who volunteered their time to help out on the 

night.   

In Maths, we have been learning about prime, composite, square and triangular numbers, looking at the patterns they form. We have also been 

adding, subtracting and multiplying decimal fractions. 

In Literacy, we have been busy creating narratives using a writing prompt.  It has been interesting to read everyone’s ideas and see their use of 

creative language. In HASS, we read the diary of an ANZAC gaining a better understanding of how life on the battlefields was for our soldiers. We 

have also enjoyed our digital technologies using Keynote to create a PowerPoint about ourselves. 
 

 

 

  
 

The disco was a great   

success and everyone 

had a fun time  

Thank you to everyone 

for your support. 

Library News! 

Have you looked at the New Library Web App yet? 
 
Check it out over the holidays and make a list of books 
you’d like to  
borrow next term. 
 
The website to go to is   
 https://au.accessit.online/TWR00 
 Their login details should be stuck inside your child’s dia-
ry. 

https://au.accessit.online/TWR00


 

Independent Businesses & Community Events 

School Information 

Veggie Quesadilla with Coriander Yoghurt 

 

 

 

  Hours of Operation                                                         

Administration Office:                                                                                                                                                         

8.00am - 3.30pm week days                                                                        

School Start Time:                                                                                                                                                             

8.30am week days                                                                                      

School Finish Time:                                                                                                                                                             

2.45pm week days 

 

 

 

 

 


